I. INTRODUCTION A. Motivation
T HE wide variety of applications of indoor wireless communication has resulted in the increased demand of exact theoretical analysis of high capacity wireless communication systems when implemented on indoor wireless access points. For example, expressions for the average bit error rate (ABER) are essential for designing effective signaling and error control coding schemes, as they provide insights into how system parameters affect performance and are more computationally efficient for analyzing system performance.
It is well-known that indoor wireless links are affected by both small scale fading and shadowing effects. Therefore, it will be more accurate to account for the combined small and large scale channel effects while evaluating system performance. Common composite channel models [1] , [2] , [3] that combine large and small scale channel effects have been developed primarily for outdoor channels, where the users are highly mobile transiting through several scattering clusters. As a result, a range of main waves arrive at the mobile, the strength of each of which can be drawn from the log-normal or the Gamma distribution.
In an indoor wireless environment, the path between the access point and the users is too short for shadowing to be accurately characterized by the log-normal distribution and the mobile users restrict their movement within a small area due to the incapability of most WLAN standards to handle hand-offs efficiently. A new composite channel model, called the joint fading and two-path shadowing (JFTS) model, is proposed in [4] . Based on an extensive channel measurement campaign, the JFTS model is shown to be a more accurate model for characterizing indoor WLAN channels. The JFTS distribution has also some added advantages over other common composite channel models. Since the JFTS distribution is a general model that includes a wide variety of channel conditions as special cases (no fading, no shadowing, deep fading, heavy shadowing, etc.), the expressions for different performance metrics evaluated over the JFTS channel will provide us with the achievable performance measures over a large variety of practical channel conditions. The JFTS distribution is fundamentally different from other composite fading/shadowing models. It is a convolution of the Ricean fading and the two-wave with diffused power (TWDP) shadowing models [5] . It follows the bivariate non-centralized chi-squared distribution and therefore, cannot approach Gaussian statistics. This is unlike conventional fading models that can approach zero-mean complex Gaussian statistics under different propagation conditions. This suggests that performance of different communication systems over the JFTS channel will be very different than what has been predicted by conventional fading/shadowing models and motivates the need for analytical error rate and achievable capacity expressions specifically for the JFTS channel.
The work in [4] is extended in [6] and [7] by deriving expressions for the first-order statistics and Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the JFTS distribution respectively. In [8] , expressions for ergodic capacity achievable by different adaptive transmission techniques over a JFTS channel are derived. The effect of these adaptive schemes on the relationship between optimal cutoff signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the average received SNR for JFTS faded/shadowed links is also studied in [8] . However, to the best of the authors' knowledge, a detailed study on how different M-ary coherent and noncoherent modulation techniques perform when applied to a JFTS faded/shadowed link has not yet been conducted in literature.
B. Main Results and Paper Organization
The main contributions of the paper are summarized as follows.
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• We derive analytically tractable expressions for ABER of coherent and noncoherent binary, and coherent M-ary modulation techniques over a non-Gaussian indoor WLAN environment, which can be accurately characterized by the JFTS model. We focus on the CDF based approach [9] for deriving ABER expressions. We also study the impact of different JFTS distribution parameters on the performance based on numerical results.
• In this paper, we provide expressions that are numerically efficient and simple to handle. Towards this end, we derive error rate expressions that involve truncation of the infinite series of the original expressions. The approximate expressions are derived in a way such that they guarantee that the area under the probability density function (PDF) of the instantaneous SNR remains equal to 1. However, the truncation bound is decided based on the study done in [10] for analysis of bandwidth efficiency for the JFTS channel.
• We also evaluate the channel cutoff rate associated with M-ary signaling and JFTS channels both in presence and absence of channel magnitude and phase estimates. The channel cutoff rate R 0 of the communication link is defined as a channel capacity related quantity such that for any R c < R 0 , it is possible to construct a channel code using block length n and coding rate R c capable of maintaining an average error probability less than or equal to 2 −n(R 0 −R c ) [11] . Quantifying the channel cutoff rate is done using the Chernoff bound calculation. Therefore, the channel cutoff rate obtained in this way can also be used as an analytical bound limiting the bit error perfor M-ary signaling techniques are implemented. The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the statistics of instantaneous received SNR over a JFTS faded/shadowed channel. The error performance and channel capacity analyses are presented in Section III and Section IV. Numerical results and discussions are given in Section V, while concluding remarks are provided in Section VI.
II. STATISTICS OF INSTANTANEOUS SNR
Let s(k) represent the transmitted data symbol with symbol energy E s = E{|s(k)| 2 } that is transmitted over a composite slow shadowed and flat faded wireless communication channel with JFTS statistics. The bit energy is then defined as E b = E s / log 2 M, where M is the modulation constellation size used for data transmission. The received data symbol y(k) over the sampling instant k can be given by
where n(k) is the complex Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) with one side power spectral density of N 0 , φ(k) is the instantaneous phase and z(k) denotes the composite fading/shadowing envelope which is JFTS distributed. The first order statistics of the channel joint fading/ shadowing stochastic process, z(k), can be represented by the random variable, Z , which has a PDF given by [4] 
and a CDF given by [7] 
where . The behavior of the JFTS distribution is guided by the fading parameter K , shadowing parameter S h , shape parameter and mean-squares of the diffused and the shadowed components, P 1 and P 2 , respectively. For our analysis we have chosen the quadrature order m = 20.
If the instantaneous received SNR per symbol is defined as γ (k) = z 2 (k)E s /N 0 and the average received SNR as γ (k) = E{z 2 (k)}E s /N 0 , where E s is the energy per symbol and N 0 is the noise density (the noise power present in 1 Hz), the PDF of γ (for the sake of simplicity of notation, we drop the sampling index k from here on) can be obtained in terms of γ [13] by change of variables as
where is the mean-squared value of the JFTS envelope given by = 4P 1 P 2 (1 + K )(1 + S h ) [6] . The corresponding CDF of γ can be defined as
It is to be noted that owing to the complexity of (4), further integration over f γ (γ ) may not produce a mathematically tractable expression. Hence, we may need an approximate alternative expression for f γ (γ ). Given the infinite series expansion of modified Bessel function, 2 , we arrive at an alternative expression for (4) as
where
If we truncate the infinite series summation to t max , we can obtain an approximate version of (5) as below,
The constants, D 1t and D 2t in (6) are derived for the sake of guaranteeing that the area under the PDF of γ remains equal to 1. For our numerical analysis, we have chosen t max = 25 based on the observations in [10] . Proposition 1: The exact and approximate expressions for F γ (γ ) can be given by
where (·, ·) is the generalized upper incomplete Gamma function [12] . Proof: See Appendix A. In the next section, we will be using the CDF-based approach and therefore, (7) for deriving the ABER expressions for different modulation techniques over a JFTS faded/shadowed communication channel.
III. ERROR PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In order to obtain the ABER of a large variety of modulation techniques, the CDF-based approach of [9] and [14] will be used in this section.
A. Binary Modulation Schemes
For any binary coherent and noncoherent modulation technique, the ABER over a composite flat faded and slow shadowed wireless communication channel suffering from AWGN can be expressed in terms of the CDF of the instantaneous SNR as [9] 
where α = 1 for Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) and α = 1/2 for Binary Frequency Shift Keying (BFSK). If the modulation is differential or noncoherent, β = 1, while for coherent modulation, β = 1/2. Proposition 2: The ABER expression for any coherent or noncoherent binary modulation technique over a JFTS faded/shadowed channel can be obtained in exact and approximate mathematically tractable format as
. (9) where p F q (·) is the generalized hyper-geometric function [12] and p, q are integers.
Proof: See Appendix B.
B. M-Ary Coherent Modulation Schemes
In order to evaluate the error performance of M-ary coherent modulation techniques over a composite fading/shadowing channel, we need to calculate an integral of the form [9] (10) where g depends on the modulation type [13] . Proposition 3: For a JFTS channel, ABER expression for coherent M-ary modulation technique can be obtained in exact and approximate mathematically tractable format as
Proof: See Appendix C. It is evident that bit error rate is heavily driven by the factors C 3i and C 4i . Both terms are directly proportional to the product of the fading parameter K and the shadowing parameter S h . Hence, when K , S h , or both increases, the ABER performance improves. It can also be concluded that ABER is also influenced by the -parameter. However, exactly how much ABER is affected by a change in is difficult to predict strictly by inspecting the ABER expressions. The sensitivity to changes in is best evaluated using the ABER plots presented in Section V.
1) M-Ary Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (M-QAM):
Using unified approximation, as is done in [13] , the ABER expression of general order M-QAM modulation over a composite fading / shadowing channel is given by [9] 
. The ABER expression for general order M-QAM over JFTS channel can be expressed by substituting (11) in (12) and putting g = g n−Q in (11).
2) M-Ary Phase Shift Keying (M-PSK):
Using unified approximation, as is done in [13] , the ABER expression of Gray-coded coherent M-PSK modulation over a composite fading / shadowing channel is given by [9] 
(e, g n−P ) (13) where g n−P = 2(log 2 M) sin 2 ((2n − 1)π/M). The ABER expression for coherent M-PSK over JFTS channel can be expressed by substituting (11) in (13) and putting g = g n−P in (11) .
It is note-worthy that in this paper, we have shown how the JFTS distribution provides mathematically tractable error probability expressions in terms of generalized hypergeometric functions. Such expressions can be obtained only numerically for the commonly used Suzuki / Nakagami -lognormal distributions using log-normal approximations [15] . However, this approximation is only valid for large lognormal spreading factor, σ . Easy-to-use expressions for ABER of basic modulation techniques exist in literature only for K -fading channels [3] among commonly used fading/ shadowing channel models. Yet even for Gray-coded M-PSK, symbol error probability over K -fading channel involves an unsolvable integral which can only be evaluated numerically.
IV. ACHIEVABLE CAPACITY ANALYSIS
It has been argued in [16] that the average capacity measure is only an upper bound on the channel capacity achievable without transmitter feedbacks. Since for a JFTS channel, the average capacity derived in [8] can only be expressed in terms of infinite series summation, it is more appealing to obtain the channel cutoff rate achievable using only variable rate M-ary signaling. The channel cutoff rate can be calculated using [11] 
where C(ŝ j , s j ) is the Chernoff bound on the pairwise error probability [13] 
and in absence of any CSI as [18] , [19] (16) where |d j | 2 = |ŝ j − s j | 2 /N 0 , N 0 is the noise spectral density of the corrupting AWGN and λ is a nonnegative real valued parameter over which (16) can achieve the tightest possible exponential bound on the achievable cutoff rate in absence of any CSI. Proposition 4: For a JFTS channel, the Chernoff bound in presence of perfect CSI is given by by putting (5) in (15) 
and in absence of any CSI is given by
∞ u e −γ 2 dγ is the complimentary error function. In absence of CSI, minimizing λ in (16) will maximize the cutoff rate. Without side information, no uniform minimization of λ exists [19] . In that case, (18) has to be evaluated numerically using the Laguerre-Gauss Quadrature method and substituted back in (17) to derive the expression for the Chernoff factors of JFTS fading/shadowing link without any CSI available at the receiver. The wireless communication channel between the transmitter and the receiver is assumed to be suffering from AWGN and the composite fading / shadowing envelope is assumed to be JFTS distributed, where all the channel samples are statistically independent. The channel samples are generated using JFTS distributed random variables Z = XY where X are Ricean distributed and Y are TWDP distributed. All the analytical and simulation results are evaluated for single channel receivers and are averaged over 100 independent random channel realizations. The ABER results are plotted as functions of the average SNR per bit (E b /N 0 ) in decibels.
The behavior of the JFTS distribution is guided by its fundamental parameters K , S h and . The ranges of values for those model parameters that are suitable for different scenarios within the large office indoor wireless environments are compiled in [4] . The particular set of JFTS parameters that are used for numerical analysis and generating simulation results in this paper are enlisted in Table I .
A. Error Probability Performance 1) Performance of Modulation Techniques:
The first set of curves in Fig. 1 are generated for evaluating performance of different modulation techniques over a JFTS fading / shadowing communication channel. Both analytical and simulation results are plotted for each modulation scheme. All the results are generated for a fixed set of JFTS parameters, K = 6.5 dB, S h = 5 dB and = 0.8. This set of parameters are encountered when the mobile WLAN user and the access point are separated by 1 set of dry-wall or partition, as tabulated in Table I . It is evident from Fig. 1 that the derived analytical results from (9) and (11) offer a good agreement with that of the simulation results and they fall within 1 − 2 dB of the simulation results. It is to be noted that in many cases analytical results do not exactly match the simulation results as the analytical expressions involve the approximation index m.
2) Effect of the JFTS Parameters:
The curves in the first subplot of Fig. 2 are generated by varying the K -parameter of the JFTS distribution. The other parameters of the JFTS distribution like S h and are kept constant at 6 dB and 0.3 respectively, representing a condition where the user and the access point are separated by 1 dry-wall or partition. Simulation and analytical ABER performances are plotted for 16-QAM. The performance of 16-QAM deteriorates as the value of K decreases with fixed S h and . This is due to the fact that as K decreases, the power contributed by the strong specular components decreases in comparison to that contributed by the diffused and scattered components, resulting in degradation of overall system performance.
The improvement in performance due to the increase in K -factor from 2 dB to 5 dB or 5 dB to 8 dB is not proportional to the improvement for increasing K from 8 dB to 11 dB. This is due to the fact that for a JFTS channel, the S h and parameters also influence the channel behavior. A high S h factor corresponds to a low severity in shadowing. A low represents a scenario where only one scattering cluster dominates instead of two thereby also resulting in low shadowing severity. Hence, with a high S h and low coupled with high K -factors, the communication channel approaches the "no fading" scenario. As a result changing the K -factor from 8 dB to 11 dB does not cause any further improvement in performance.
To emphasize the effect of S h and , the ABER performance of 16-QAM is plotted for only K = 2 dB and 8 dB in the second subplot of Fig. 2 . In this case a low S h factor of −4 dB and a high factor of 0.9 is used. This represents a condition where the user and the access point are separated by 2 − 3 partitions. The difference in performance due to the increase in K -factor is completely obliterated for this set of shadowing parameters. A low S h and a high corresponds to a very high severity in shadowing and further degrading fading by a reduction in K does not further degrade performance in any significant way. Fig. 3(a) , is generated by varying the S h parameter of the JFTS distribution with fixed K and at 6.5 dB and 0.8 respectively. This set of K and parameters represent a scenario where the user and the access point are separated by 2 − 3 dry-walls or partitions. It is evident from Fig. 3(a) that lowering the S h -parameter value results in deteriorated system performance. A larger S h factor represents large variations in the main wave amplitudes contributed by each scattering neighborhood resulting in approximately equable number of high and low, thereby reducing the overall severity of shadowing. On the other hand, a low S h factor depicts a scenario where each scattering cluster contributes a very small range of discrete shadowing values, higher in magnitude and encountered repeatedly. This condition results in an increased severity in shadowing, thereby degrading overall system performance. The curves in Fig. 3(b) are generated by varying only the -parameter of the JFTS distribution but keeping a fixed K and S h at 6 dB and −4 dB respectively. This set of K and S h is encountered when the mobile WLAN user and the access point are separated by 2 − 3 dry-walls or partitions. Variations in the value of the -parameter affects the system performance in a way opposite to that of the K or S h parameter. Performance of 16-QAM degrades as increases from 0.1 to 0.7. This is due to the fact that as increases, the relative magnitudes of the shadowing values contributed by two successive scattering clusters visited by the user increases. This results in an increase in the shadowing severity.
The results in Fig. 4 are generated by varying the JFTS parameters, K , S h and . The values for each set of parameters are chosen from the ranges of their numerical values proposed in Table I , depending on the relative position of the mobile LAN user and the access point. The first curve is generated for K = 10 dB, S h = 10.5 dB and = 0.75, representing a condition where both the user and the access point are located in the same room Table I . As the user moves to a different room separated by one set of wall or partition from that of the access point (K = 8 dB, S h = 6.5 dB and = 0.45), system performance degrades, as exhibited by the second curve in Fig. 4 . In order to achieve an ABER of 10 −3 , the average SNR per symbol requirement increases by around 5 dB for the second set of parameters with respect to the first set of JFTS parameters. It should be emphasized that Fig. 4 assumes a common path loss for all four scenarios. This means that for a given SNR, all four scenarios experience the same average path loss and the difference in BER shown on the plot The average SNR per symbol requirement increases even further by around 10 dB, if the user and the access point is separated by 2 − 3 sets of partitions (K = 6.5 dB, S h = −1.5 dB and = 0.25). This happens due to the lack of strong specular components and the presence of at least two scattering clusters between the transmitter and the receiver, which jointly deteriorates the overall system performance. However, for propagation conditions that correspond to an increase in the number of separations by more than 3 (i.e. K = 5.5 dB, S h = −7.5 dB, = 0.15), the average SNR per symbol requirement only increases by a maximum of 5 dB, in order to achieve the same ABER performance. The reason for this can be imparted to the low -factor, where the effect of one scattering cluster is much stronger than the other one. As a result, system performance is effectively affected by only one scattering cluster, even in the presence of at least two scattering clusters.
3) Comparison With Outdoor Channel Models:
To demonstrate how JFTS channel performance compares to conventional channel models, Fig. 5(a) is used to compare performances of QPSK over JFTS, Ricean and log-normal distributed communication channels. We have chosen the Ricean distribution (K = 2 dB) to compare its impact on performance with that of the JFTS channel with no shadowing condition (K = 2 dB, S h = 1000 dB, = 0). The log-normal distribution (μ = 1, σ = 1.5) is selected to compare with the special case of JFTS channel with no fading (K = 1000 dB, S h = −3 dB, = 0.2). These particular set of JFTS parameters is selected for comparison as they correspond to a TWDP distribution with the same mean and standard deviation. The performance over Ricean channel is almost equivalent to the no shadowing JFTS case, as with = 0, the JFTS distribution reduces approximately to Ricean distribution. However, there exists a small difference in performance owing to the minute amount of shadowing still present in the JFTS channel with S h = 1000 dB. However, that is not the case with the log-normal and the no fading JFTS channels. This is because, putting a very high K in the JFTS distribution reduces it approximately to the TWDP distribution accounting for maximum of two scattering clusters. The TWDP distribution is very different from the log-normal distribution which accounts for the transition through several local neighborhoods, each of which consisting of different clusters of scattering objects.
To illustrate how the JFTS channel performance compares to more conventional outdoor composite fading/shadowing channel models, Fig. 5(b) is used to compare the performance of 16-QAM over JFTS and Nakagami -log-normal (NL) faded / shadowed communication channels. We have chosen the NL distribution, as the Nakagami-m can be varied to model a variety of fading distributions including the Rayleigh and the Ricean distributions. The channel parameters are chosen so that the JFTS and NL channels contribute the same amount of fading (AF). As shown in [6] , a JFTS distribution with K = 7 dB, S h = 6 dB and = 0.7, contributes an AF of 2 which is same as that contributed by NL distribution with m = 1 and σ = 2.8 (4.4 dB). For these sets of parameters, performance over a JFTS channel is worse than that over a NL channel for SNRs less than 10 dB (γ ≤ 10 dB). For higher SNRs per bit of around 10 dB and more, JFTS offers a performance gain over NL. While only the simulation results are shown for brevity, this same pattern in performance repeats itself even for the set of JFTS (K = 5, 2 dB, S h = −5, −10 dB, = 0.3, 0.5) and NL (m = 1, 1, μ = 1, 1, σ = 3.6, 4.2 (5.5, 6.2 dB)) parameters that contribute AFs of 3 and 4 respectively. This improvement in performance for the JFTS distribution at higher SNRs occurs due to the fact that for the JFTS distribution, there still exists a very small group of specular components as long as K = 0. While, m = 1 for NL distribution represents a small scale fading condition, which is equivalent to Rayleigh fading with the absence of any specular component.
In addition, in order to visualize the difference between JFTS and NL distributions, Fig. 6 exhibits their PDFs. The model parameters for both the distributions are selected such that they contribute the same amount of AF. The PDF of a NL distributed variable w is given by
dv (19) where m is the Nakagami m-factor, and μ and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the log-normal shadowing distribution, respectively. It is evident from Fig. 6 that the NL distribution fails to adequately characterize indoor large office wireless communication scenarios where a mobile user can traverse through at most two distinct scattering clusters within a time-frame of interest.
B. Achievable Capacity Analysis 1) Effect of the JFTS Parameters:
The effect of the JFTS parameters on channel cutoff rate is shown in Fig. 7 . Channel cutoff rate of M-ary signaling over a JFTS channel deteriorates with the decrease in K and S h -factors. The degradation in cutoff rate due to the decrease in K -factor from 8 dB to 2 dB (refer to Fig. 7(a) ) is much less compared to the decrease in achievable cutoff rate due to the lowering of S h -factor from 5 dB to −5 dB (refer to Fig. 7(b) ). These results do not agree with the observations made in [20] , where bit error rate performance of BPSK is found to degrade equally either due to the decrease in the K -factor or the S h -factor. The reason for this can be attributed to the -value chosen for each plot. For Fig. 7(a) , a low of 0.4 is chosen. In this case, shadowing severity is reduced by the fact that only one scattering cluster dominates instead of two clusters. For Fig. 7(b) a high of 0.9 is chosen, where the magnitudes of the shadowing values contributed by each scattering cluster are almost equal. It is worth mentioning that the channel cutoff results plotted in Fig. 7 are analytical results, as these results are only estimates of the achievable throughput, neither exact nor approximate bounds on the actual system performance. However, we have plotted the achievable throughput over JFTS channel with K = 5 dB, S h = −9 dB, = 0.9 through Monte-Carlo simulation for comparison. Plotting simulation results for all values of K and S h have been avoided due to space constraint.
2) Performance of Modulation Techniques: Fig. 8 demonstrates the cutoff rate for different modulation schemes in the JFTS channel. The curves in Fig. 8(a) are used to compare performances of M-QAM/PSK over JFTS faded / shadowed communication links with K = 7 dB, S h = 6 dB and = 0.7. The channel cutoff rate curves are generated using (17) . The unrestricted upper bound or the average achievable channel capacity under this particular channel condition is also plotted for reference. In this case, the unrestricted upper bound on achievable channel capacity over a JFTS fading/shadowing channel can be evaluated using C JFTS = E Z Bτ log 2 (1 + zγ ) [bits/symbol], where the expectation is taken over z, B is the bandwidth of the input waveform and the waveform is limited to the time interval, 0 ≤ t ≤ τ . The expression for C JFTS in terms of the JFTS parameters has been derived in [10, p. 10075, eq. (3) ].
It is harder to approach the capacity of the JFTS channel compared to the traditional fading channels like Rayleigh channel in the context of QAM, as a consequence of having wider SNR gap between the capacity bound and the cutoff rate. For example, at a capacity of 3 bits/symbol, the SNR gap between the capacity curve and cutoff rate curve of 16-QAM when communicating over the JFTS and the Rayleigh channels is about 12 dB (refer to Fig. 8(b) ) and 5 dB [21] , respectively. For this particular set of curves, we have used a high K -factor of 7 dB as compared to the Rayleigh fading condition (K = 0). Hence, in this case, the lower achievable channel capacity over the JFTS channel is a direct impact of the presence of shadowing. Therefore, though there still exists a group of waves arriving directly at the receiver over the LOS path, they are obstructed due to the presence of in-building structures like the thin set of dry-walls between the transmitter and the receiver.
However, for the JFTS channel, QAM without CSI still performs better than PSK, as is the case in the presence of perfect CSI (refer to Fig. 8(b) ). This contrasting behavior between outdoor and indoor channels can be attributed to that fact that in an indoor environment, shadowing varies quickly enough to have an impact on the decision region boundaries along with fading. In case of PSK receivers, the decision boundaries are not independent of the shadowing depth and therefore performs equally poorly as QAM receivers over a JFTS faded/shadowed communication link.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The primary contribution of this paper is to derive easy-toevaluate closed-form analytical expressions for the ABER of a wireless communication system using M-QAM and coherent M-PSK modulation techniques over JFTS fading / shadowing channels. In order to do so, closed-form expressions for the PDF and the CDF of the received instantaneous composite signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) are utilized. The derived analytical expressions for ABER are numerically evaluated and plotted as functions of the parameters of the communication channel model and the modulation techniques. Performance degrades as K and S h decreases and enhances as decreases. The analytical results are found to be in agreement with the simulation results verifying the validity of the derived expressions. It can also be concluded that for higher SNRs, performance over a JFTS channel model is better than the NL channel model for the same AF.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
The CDF of γ can be defined as 
Following the same steps as above, we can arrive at the approximate form of F γ (γ ) as
The results obtained in (A.22) and (A.23) are put back in (7) to obtain the final expressions in Proposition 1.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2
Starting from (8) and putting back the first line of (7) back in (8), we can rewrite (8) as
dγ . 
(B.25)
Using the integral solution from [17, eq. 6.455.1, p. 657], we can obtain
Following the same steps as above and putting the second line of (7), we can arrive at the approximate form of P The results obtained in (B.26) and (B.27) are put back in (9) to obtain the final expressions in Proposition 2.
APPENDIX C PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3 Starting from (10) and putting back the first line of (7) back in (10), we can rewrite (10) The results obtained in (C.30) and (C.31) are put back in (11) to obtain the final expressions in Proposition 3. 
